1. Berrimah Road off road cycle path: to connect the Stuart Highway to the new Berrimah Road Cycle Path. This will provide improved safety and access to the industrial area and Kormilda College.

2. Frances Bay Drive off road cycle path: to connect the existing Tiger Brennan Drive path to the CBD at Bennett Street. This provides a second cycle path access into Darwin city.

3. Roystonea Avenue cycle path: extension of this path from University Avenue to Buscall Avenue. This will provide arterial linkages for the residents of Farrar, Bakewell and Gunn to Palmerston’s CBD and to the Stuart Highway path.

4. City link between Mirambeena Street and Harvey Street under the Daly Street bridge: to extend existing cycle path.

5. McMinn Street cycle path: new cycle path between Foelsche Street and Frances Bay Drive to the Waterfront Precinct.